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Our team explored and implemented an informational writing unit using the work of Tony Stead & Linda Hoyt. 
Students begin by observing features of a nonfiction mentor text, then use a R.A.N. Chart (Reading and Analyzing 
Nonfiction) and their research notebooks to gather and organize information about an animal. As a culmination to the 
unit, students review the features of a report, choose a topic, and publish a report--complete with a title, table of 
contents, and illustrations that match the text. 
 
 

 
Contact Information (Write * next to facilitator’s name.) 

Name School Grade Level or Subject 

Erin Gillies * Winn Brook 1 

Maura McNiff Winn Brook 1 

Katie Alexik Winn Brook 1 

Donna LaRoche Winn Brook 1 

 
PLT SMART Goal  

During this year, students will demonstrate competency in a variety of writing genres, according to the ELA Grade 1 
Writing Curriculum Map by receiving targeted instruction in the informational writing genre. 
 
 

 
Key Actions 

 
1.  By late November: Design two introductory lesson that target the Ideas Trait within the informational writing 

genre. 
2. By late December: design two supporting lesson that address the Organization Trait 
3. By late January: Design two final lessons to conclude the unit. 
4. Early March: Unit will be implemented 

 
Throughout this process, PLT members will also: 
~Create R.A.N. charts on poster board for whole class use 
~Create individualized file folder R.A.N. Charts for students 
~Gather subject specific texts that match a variety of reading levels (i.e. Rainforest Animals)  
~Implement “Fast Writes” in preparation to the extended writing unit (Stead, Hoyt) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Findings  

 
 Reflections on nonfiction writing unit of study  

writing skills, as we’re asking them to have some facility with both to explore and learn about a specific body of 
knowledge, in this case, the lifecycle of an animal.  

students experience with the process from beginning to end.  

riting, Explorations in Nonfiction Writing ( (Stead & Hoyt, 2011) was a great 
resource. Selective use of specific lessons was a good starting point, but the whole guide is far too detailed and 
comprehensive to be used as a sequential guide for teaching writing in first grade.  

and helped to structure the whole class discussion.For example,as a teacher read aloud a mentor text, students 
listened and took notes on new learning for the particular category being discussed.When the topic was what the 
beavers eats, for instance,students listened and wrote on post its. At the end of the read, we shared in group and 
placed the post its under an appropriate category for all to see.  

their reading and research. Children were able to borrow and then return these notes for recording learned 
information in their own research notebooks.  

they work. It felt overwhelming to be teaching these text features, and comprehension strategies AND also expect 
them now use them to interpret and use them in writing their own animal research report.  

students who worked together on the same animal. Even using the support of others in the group proved difficult for 
first graders. Listening and negotiating skills, two areas of collaborative learning, are not yet sufficiently developed at 
this age in order to work independent of an adult. We needed to modify expectations for a final product and focus on 
the process so all students experienced success.  
 
Group Size: 

I felt our class use of a RAN chart was most successful when done on a whole-class level. This way, students had an 

opportunity to share preliminary information with their peers before individually writing down facts to be put on the 

class chart. We then were able to review the information as a whole, so students who had difficulty coming up with 

ideas or students did not have a lot of prior knowledge on the topic would have a chance to be “on the same page” 

as the students who had numerous ideas or information. Additionally, this helped me model how to move 

information within the RAN chart categories as we confirmed or corrected “what we [thought] we [knew].” 

 Using a RAN chart and sticky notes was hard to accomplish on an individual level for several reasons: 

- Spatially, the students need a lot of room to write down their findings. Post-its generally provide enough 

room for the students’ writing, but some rely on lines to aid their word formation. In order to create 

documents that included the RAN chart headings & categories and had enough space for multiple sticky notes 

to be placed under at least 3 of the headings, one would have to use a poster-sized piece of paper.   
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HEADINGS → 

 

 

What we think 

we know 

 

 

Yes, we were 

right  

 

(confirmed info.) 

 

We don’t think 

this anymore 

 

(misconceptions) 

 

 

New learning 

 

 

Wonderings 

 

CATEGORIES ↓ 

 

 [ROOM FOR 

STICKY NOTES] 

  [ROOM FOR 

STICKY NOTES] 

[ROOM FOR 

STICKY NOTES] 

 

 

- Students had trouble keeping their “what we think we know” information on their RAN charts, especially when 

their research disproved their initial assumptions. Even after group modeling, many students would erase 

information once they learned it was incorrect.  

I realized that individual reports took away from opportunities for collaborative understanding. The students had 

opportunities to share their learning, but lacked chances to learn from their peers and help their peers learn. If I were 

to redo this study unit, I would have small groups (4-6) students studying one animal to enhance the accuracy, detail, 

and breadth of the students’ information. 

 

 
Recommendations / Next Steps  

 
Given the reflections mentioned above, next year, grade one teachers feel: 
 
~Additional support from parents and support personal is required when conducting research with large class sizes 
~Funds should be secured to purchase leveled informational texts for all four classes 
~One subject area should be decided upon to bring cohesion to the unit.  Some are using rainforest animals while 
others are using backyard animals.  Direction from district curriculum specialist is needed.   
~Earlier guided reading instruction should integrate non-fiction texts in order to prepare students for written research. 
 
 
 
 
 

 


